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1. Executive Summary

1.1 Organization Background
As D’s PLAY is a playground for students, designers and working professionals. The shelves and every
possible space that will be utilized to display a wide range of artworks churned from emerging designers
and working professionals to attract headhunters or design agencies people to come. With our concept
cafe, constantly changing display from a wide range of artworks from emerging designer and working
professionals to the well established. The customers could purchase that little merchandise from those
designers. We include rental marketing for space rental shelves, staircase, windows panels, ledge etc.
D’s play- fill with colors is a designer cafe determined to become a daily necessity for local coffee addicts,
a place to realize your dreams of life to become successful. At the heart of the gallery, a classic café serving beverages, snacks and pastries will provide a conductive environment for visual enjoyment and trading interaction. D’s PLAY will offer the customers the best prepared coffee in the area that will be complimented with pastries, as well as catalogue that the patrons can read to enjoy their visit.
Events and exhibitions will be hold in our cafe that change every couple of months to promote arts and
designs in order to make our D’s play cafe a living organization and regardless of clients, designers or customers build a bonding of relationship to share their knowledge.
The company will operate a 2,300 square foot coffee bar within a walking distance from Bugis MRT Station. The owners have secured this location through a three-year lease with an option for extending.
An advertising campaign will be rolled out during the opening month of our D’s PLAY café in order
to promote and increase our brand awareness. Advertisements will be placed in specific areas like Art
Schools, Polytechnics and Universities. We will be giving away direct mailer to the schools and advertising agencies. Our website will have 24 hours accessibility for booking of spaces and enquires.

1.2 Vision
Networking place of design excellence
1.3 Mission
It is to create an ever-inspiring network for design creativity and joyous sharing.
1.4 Objectives
D’s play objectives for the first year of operations are:
•

Become selected as the “Best New Designer’s Cafe”.

•

Turn in profits from the first month of operations.

•

Maintain a 65% gross margin.

1.5 Keys to Success
The keys to success will be:
•
Cafe design that will be both visually attractive to customers, and designed for fast and efficient
operations.
•

Employee training to ensure the best coffee preparation techniques.

•

Marketing strategies aimed to build a solid base of loyal customers, as well as maximizing the
sales of high margin products, such as mocha and latte drinks.

•

Marketing for space rental shelves, staircase, windows panels, ledge etc.

1.6 Logo and Tagline
Fill with colors

1.7 Organisation Chart

1.8 Management Team (Roles)
GM
Analyze, report, project budgets and variances, product costing for strategic business units. Build and
maintain a formal and informal network of key individuals to obtain the critical impact of financial.
Sales & Marketing Manager
Achieve consistent growth in competitive markets and coming out with marketing strategies and sales
tactics.
Sales Executive
Bringing in more sales and hitting sales target and building good relationship with customers.
Finance Manager
To create value from the firm’s capital budgeting, financing, and net working-capital activities and oversee
the preparation of financial reports, execute cash management strategies, and direct a corporation’s investment activities.
Accounts
Oversee the efficiency of the accounting units in order to provide financial services that ensure cost effectiveness. The duties include preparing yearly computation of taxable income, ensure timely and accurate preparation of management, financial and statutory reports and check and ensure prompt and accurate
monthly payroll distribution.
Operation Manager
The Operation Manager role is largely about ensuring all the functions of a business are running smoothly
so there is an emphasis on quality management, health and safety, working within legal parameters and in
accordance with environmental policies, and delivering a general duty of care to staff and customers. Time
will be spent training and developing the operations team, ensuring your best staff stays with the organization, and that less proficient members are coached up to the standards the organization requires.
Operation Supervisor
To assist and support the operation manager.
Service
Normal daily operation work.
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2.1 Company Value System
D’s play follows a basic set of principles, which starts with respect for the individual. The respect we
show for you and your individual needs also extend to staffs, suppliers, and everyone involved in our business. We believe to the following values are fundamental to the fulfillment of our value systems are:
Honesty
Integrity in all our dealings is critical to our personal and professional success. We speak the truth and
honor our commitments.
Customer Delight
We seek 100% customer satisfaction before, during and after the rental of spaces and food & beverage
process. We serve our customers with excellent products, services and support.
Teamwork
We create a dynamic environment for our people in which excellence will be achieved and expect personal responsibility and accountability from each of our team members.
Goodwill and Brand Image
We owe much of our success to our customers, employees, suppliers and community. We will conduct
ourselves honorably and with integrity in our dealings with all of our cafe communities.
Continuous Improvement
The persistent action to increase job knowledge and enhance job performance. We individually and collectively take advantage of information regarding the business and our specific responsibility so we can serve
better to our customers.
We strive each day for the better achievement of our company and the enhancement of the services we
provide.
Open Communication
The willingness to honestly express one’s thoughts, ideas, and feelings in a responsible and respectful
manner.
Work Ethic
To conduct oneself with a strong belief in a set of principles relating to a job and given responsibilities.
Commitment
Dedication to the satisfaction of our customers, the well-being of our staffs, and the success of our company.

2.2 Culture
Culture statement:
D’s Play is committed to being the very best at everything we do. We achieve this through hard work, and
through recruiting the best talent.
Management style:
Fair, transparent, long term staffs, commitment, good personality.
Ethics:
-Share knowledge (vision & communication)
-Raw charm for the designers (fresh grads) to improve their design and design practice.
-Enhance design knowledge and value
-Help the customers to get more opportunity into design industry
-Design enjoyment
Employees:
stylish, have design background, presentable, outgoing, social able, commitment
Reward system:
- Long service award of 5 years: gets a 2-3 months extra bonus.
- Every year company trip for those long-term staffs when company increase 60% of revenue.
- Every month revenue increase by 5% whole company goes to big dinner celebration.
- Sales team intensive every sale.
- Operation team, good performance incentive

3. Milestones
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MARKETINGING ANALYSIS

4. Market Analysis

4.1 Understanding the Market
Being part of the ever-changing and fast paced society of Singapore, many working adults and professional executives may often feel constraints in time and have high tendency of turning to instant or fast consumption products. They are being exposed to different working environment with minimum design ideas.
This is where D’s play is the place for them to provide new ideas reference to enhance design knowledge.
Under these circumstances, it is also the company’s primary objective to provide and satisfy consumers
with quality service which make the customers feel the visual enjoyment for the new ideas of designs.
With the government promoting and invest in creative now there are quite number of creative
design school in Singapore. Designers graduate every year, design professionals and freelancers to get
more opportunities and this is where D’s play will segment them to help them realize their dreams with
good networking.
4.2 Market Segmentation
D’s play will focus its marketing activities on reaching the students, sophisticated people working in
offices located close to the café. Our market research shows that these are the customer groups that are
most likely to rent our spaces to showcase their artworks.

4.3 Understanding the Competitors
Primary competitors
•
Substation
•
Casual poet
Secondary competitors
•
Café Cartel
•
NYDC
•
Starbucks
•
Coffee Bean
•
TCC
Primary competitor
They support research and innovation in the arts by providing an open space for artistic experimentation
and promoting interaction between diverse artists and audiences globally.
Secondary competitor
Those concept café outlets are our competitor in terms of F&B, because they offer high standard of coffee
and snack. Some even serves main dishes.

4.4 Competitve Advantages
-

From my point of view, the price range among the cafes does not differ much. A common trend
includes serving main course, snacks, desserts, specialty drinks and coffee.

-

They emphasizes on service, ambience and style.

-

They train staffs to be attentive, enthusiastic in their service and knowledgeable of the menu.

-

The ambiences they create mainly are cozy, comfortable and casual. Making it great for meeting
clients, chatting up with friends and chilling out.

-

Last but not least, they got an USP to differential itself from other competitors. Which makes them
unique or different such as “Best coffee in Town“, “Unique dessert” or” In-House Specialty”?

-

Cafes are about presenting quality food with quality service at affordable price for their target
audience.

-

They support research and innovation in the arts by providing an open space for artistic
expermentation and promoting interaction between diverse artists and audiences globally.

4.3 Competitive Analysis
4.5
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5. Brand Identity

5. Brand Identity

5. Brand Identity

5. Brand Identity
Name Card

5. Brand Identity
Envelope +Letterhead

5. Brand Identity
Letterhead

INVOICE
Haji Lane 5
Singapore 530005
Phone 62833859 Fax 6289956

INVOICE #[100]
DATE: JUNE 16, 2009

TO:

FOR:

[Name]
[Company Name]
[Street Address]
[City, ST ZIP Code]
[Phone]

[Project or service description]
[P.O. #]

DESCRIPTION

HOURS

RATE

TOTAL

Make all checks payable to D’s play
Total due in 15 days. Overdue accounts subject to a service charge of 1% per month.
Thank you for your business!

AMOUNT

S.W.O.T

6. SWOT

6. SWOT
Strength
Being a fresh unique concept in the market, the idea of getting the designers together
-

The management design background and design management skill.

-

Unique in our furniture and concept. The whole place will be designed towards a clean, unique
modern look.

Weakness
‘New’ in the market brings a lot of disadvantages too.
-

Establish competitors with their loyal consumers. We will need to deliver a certain level of
inteest, service and quality to attract consumers.

-

Consumers might not like our style of concept.

-

We do not have enough funds to expand our line of product currently.

Opportunity
Consumers will always welcome new ideas. So there is always room for new competitors.
-

It is the way we brand it and present it. While keeping the quality of the service and food
comparable to our competitors.

-

The business also has to be adaptable and innovative.

-

Higher percentage of working with designers or designer agencies.

Threats
Economic crisis affects majority of the population resulting in lesser unnecessary spending, less
frequent visits to cafes.
-

In the long run, our lack of funds might not be able to last us through if the economy crisis
persists.

-

Competing with other established cafes.

MARKETING STRATEGIES

7. Marketing Strategies

7. Marketing Strategies

7.1 Marketing Objectives
D’s Play marketing strategy will be focused at getting new customers, retaining the existing customers,
getting customers to spend more and come back more often. Establishing a loyal customer base is of a
paramount importance since such customer core will not only generate most of the sales but also will provide favorable referrals.
The most important element of our marketing strategy is the delivery of our brand name, D’s Play – fill
with colors. Our designer concept café must let our target audience know of this place through awareness.
For being new in the market, people don’t recognize our brand name, products and services provided. So
we need to achieve the followings:
-

The first thing we need to create is awareness of our brand; D’s Play is an ever-inspiring
plaground, network for design creativity and joyous sharing.

-

Introduce the concept of our business to the consumers and tell them what we can provide them.

-

Directing advertisements towards our targeted and potential audience.

-

Increasing the probability of people visiting and spending in our cafe through short term
promtional offers.

-

In getting return customers wise, we have keep and maintain the quality of our services and
products provided in order to gain trust and recognition in our brand.

7. Marketing Strategies

7.2 Market segmentation
Market Segment
-

Niche market
Existing market
(create awareness and promote its USP)
Others
(compete with the competitors, we are more than a cafe)

Target audience
18 – 35 years old , both male and female
Fresh graduate
Working professional
Freelancers
Other (who interested in arts)

7. Marketing Strategies

7.3 Target Audience Personal Profile
Sam was a fresh graduate student of Digital Media Design from Nan yang Polytechnic; He was good in illustrations and was once award the best illustrator in school. However after he graduated he does not have
a place to showcase his portfolio to tell audience about his talent. Sam love to drink coffee, he likes to go
Starbuck with friends where most of other designers or agencies will go too. Sam likes to collect nice
illustrations from magazines such as “art” to use as his archive. Sometime he will go places like raffles
City to take pictures of famous wall arts or Posters.
Sam is a very outgoing person. Besides going to Starbucks which is very costly he likes to go MacDonald
with friends too. He would carry his laptop to the nearby MacDonald from his house to do some freelance
works. He has been doing freelance for a year, as in small illustrations projects, he will go to website like
www.getafreelancers.com to look for freelance projects which they cost very low. Sometime he would go
to http://www.odesk.com he get small projects or even www.hardwarezone.com.sg where he could get
involve of the things happen around design industries .
Sam was a very sporty person. He likes to play soccer with friends at least twice a week. Sam has a
company in mind that he really likes to join in. But there is no chance for him to showcase his portfolio
and get noticed by this company.

7. Marketing Strategies

7.4 Marketing Mix
Price
Our food, drinks, and products pricing had given us an attractive margin while at the same time offering
value to the consumer. We want more consumers to come back and will always have different promotions
to offer. Therein lies why the food, beverages and products will be relatively flexible.
For our rental of space we have different rates cater for different people.
Product
Product line spread out to badges, mugs, tee shirt, and magazines etc for small merchandise store
The perfectly brewed coffee and serving beverages, snacks and pastries will provide a conductive environment for visual enjoyment and trading interaction
The food and beverage list on the menu will have our branding on. E.g. D’s Coffee, D’s Pastry etc.
As we have rental space for student and others because they are our products in order to help them get
recognize and look for a job if they rent the space from us.
We also have events and exhibitions to hold in our café to help people socialize and network.
Place
For our target market, the students and working adults who craves for new and sophisticated dining/
design/cafe options, Our D’s Play café satisfies the need for a casual, all-in-one dining and design/arts
exploring.
We will locate the company in an accessible and popular spot due to our unique of business type, as a
larger flow of traffic will help to generate more sales.
Our location will be at haji lane whereby there are lots of arty farty peeps hanging around and it is also
near to office areas as well as art schools.
As our business grow and become well known in the market, we are looking forward to licensing/franchising our concept to overseas market.
Promotion
We will promote on our company alongside with our unique menu offerings and our café, design service.
•
•
•
•
•

Free three hours of private room and coffee in our café, when you sign up our membership and up to
five friends in the room.
We charge a premium rate of $80 for premium space.
$50 for the space rental, the benefit is to display the portfolio for one month and also will help the
customers to look for the best offer jobs through creative industry.
$30 for the space rental, the benefit is to display the portfolio for one month.
Different themes of design/arts events and exhibition will be showcase in every two months from the
customers. There will be chosen best portfolio by three major design agencies and three top winner of
the most distinguish art works will get the chance to work as in internship with the three major agencies.

7. Marketing Strategies

7.5 USP
Operating hours
D’s play is operating 24hrs a day
Sales Strategy
To speed up the customer service, at least two employees will be servicing clients--while one employee
will be preparing the customer’s order, the other one will be taking care of the sales transaction. All sales
data logged on the computerized point-of-sale terminal will be later analyzed for marketing purposes.
In order to build up its client base, D’s play will use posters, ZO cards and direct mailers to utilize customer referrals and cross-promotions with other businesses in the community. At the same time, customer
retention programs will be used to make sure the customers are coming back and spending more at the
cafe.
Competitive Edge (positioning)
D’s play will be position itself as a unique network space for artistic experimentation and promoting interaction between diverse artists and audiences globally. D’s play will position itself as unique cafe where its
patrons can not only enjoy a cup of perfectly brewed coffee but also spend their time in an ambient environment. Comfortable sofas and chairs, dimmed light and quiet relaxing music will help the customers to
relax from the daily stress and will differentiate D’s play from incumbent competitors.

7. Marketing Strategies

7.6 Marketing Operations
Website
A website is create for our online identity and online showcasing purposely.
Poster
Posters will be put up at art schools, polytechnics, universities, road-shows or events and preferably areas
to maximize its consumer exposure.
Face Book/twitter
We will advertise on face book and twitter. Ongoing promotion / event will be updated.
Direct Mailers
2 kinds of cube boxes (one is assorted colors & corporate colors) that will be distributed by the 3 promoters together and the selected locations are Art schools, Polytechnics, Universities, Tanjong Pagar and
Outram Park design agencies offices.
Emailer
Advertisement similar to the posters will be to the consumers emails
Events / Exhibitions
To increase brand awareness to the consumers for the upcoming new promotions for the different themes
of arts and designs
ZO Card
ZO cards will be placed in D’s play café which will also have different promotions going on every two
months

7. Marketing Strategies

Allocation of budget (1st month of marketing)

Manpower
Hiring of 7 promoters to promote company’s brand and to distribute flyers / brochures and direct mailers
at NAFA, Lasalle SIA college of the arts, polytechnics, SIM, SMU, NTU, NUS universities and design
agencies during weekdays.
S$50.00 X 20 days X 3 promoters					

S$3,000.00

Direct Mailer Marketing
25000 Mailers at S$0.10 each
25000 Zo Card at S$0.10 each
S$0.10 X 25000						
S$0.10 X 25000						
									
								

S$2,500.00
S$2,500.00
Total S$5000.00

Poster
1000 Quality Color Posters at S$0.20 to be distributed and affixed at relevant premises that sells the company’s products such as art schools, polytechnics, universities and design agencies offices.
S$0.20 X 1000						

S$200.00

								

Total S$200.00

Events & Facebook Ads
Events is organise to attract crowds so we can gain awareness.
									

S$1000.00

									
									
				

Sub Total
S$9200.00					

7. Marketing Strategies

Marketing Timeline

8. Creative

Website

8. Creative

Website

8. Creative

Website

8. Creative

Posters

Facebook Account and Facebook Ad

Direct Mailer

Direct Mailer

ZO Card
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9. Operational Plans

Manpower plan (startup)
General Manager
Finance Manager
Sales & Marketing Manager
Operation Manager
Accountant
Sales Executive
Operation Supervisor
Service Crew (Sales Assistants)

Training & communication
-

Every new staff must go through the proper training when they join us. (1 week of training)
Employees must learn about the company’s culture, customer services and standard operating
procedure (SOP).
Employees should reach 15 minutes earlier before shift for briefing.
Follow company rules, regulations, policies and industry and statutory standards at all times.
Ensure product quality meets statutory requirements as well as market needs.

9. Operational Plans

Staff Budget

9. Operational Plans

Outsourcing plan
Different themes of design/arts events and exhibition will be showcase in every two months. We need to
outsource for events company or tied up with them to have an events in our café so as to bring sales.
Growth forecast
Current man power
Year 1
1 General Manager
1 Finance Manager
1 Sales & Marketing Manager
1 Operation Manager
1 Accountant
2 Sales Executive
1 Operation Supervisor
3 Service Crew (Sales Assistants)
3 Part timers
Year 2
In every year we may increase our man power to double
1 General Manager
1 Finance Manager
1 Sales & Marketing Manager
1 Operation Manager
2 Accountants
4 Sales Executive
2 Operation Supervisors
6 Service Crew (Sales Assistants)
3 Part timers

FINANCIAL PLANS

10. Financial Plans

10. Financial Plans

10.1 Capital Investment

10. Financial Plans

10.2 Fixed Operation Cost

10. Financial Plans

10.3 Financial Forecast

10. Financial Plans

10.4 Return of Investment
For an investment $305,700 [ Startup Cost + Operating cost (1 month) ]
Base on the Financial Forecast
-

Year 1 Net Income $246,497

Return Of Investment : (19.3)%

-

Year 2 Net Income $359,096

Return Of Investment : 17.4%

-

Year 3 Net Income $540,384

Return Of Investment : 76%

Therefore there is negative return of investment in the 1st year but manage to pull through and start earning profit in the following year.
For an investment $420,200 [ Startup Cost + Operating cost (6 month) ]
Base on the Financial Forecast
-

Year 1 Net Income $299,413

Return Of Investment : (28.7)%

-

Year 2 Net Income $412,333

Return Of Investment : (1.87)%

-

Year 3 Net Income $593,916

Return Of Investment : 41.3%

For an investment of $420,200 D’play café only earn profit on year3 onwards.

11. Contingency Plans

For normal period from 3-5pm where most of the people are working the crowd will be lesser. In
order to bring in crowd at certain period we can tied up with design school. The design school can also
organize some events there so that the students can take a look at some works, events or exhibition.

12. Conclusions

After laying out our business idea, so as say there is a profitability and sustainability value in “D’s play”
business concept.
Our business concept can say is the first in Singapore bring art and café together to support research and
innovation in the arts by providing an open space for artistic experimentation and promoting interaction
between diverse artists and audiences globally
Combined with detailed research, strong positioning and marketing mix method. This business model
proves to be a potential candidate for success with strong management and investment in the near future.

